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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 1 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 94



Intermediate Plus Unit 1 (17 activity (ies) 01:34:58) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, H and H Supplies. Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department?



2



I'll put you through. I'll put you through. I'll put you through.



2 2 2



This is Angela in Customer Service. How can I help you? I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products.



3



3 3 3



What would you like to know? 4 4 4



Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone?



4



Yes, we work 24 hours a day and we're open 7 days a week. Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure?
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Sure! Sure! Sure!



5 5 5
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5



I don't have any of your contact information. May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info?



6



Do you have any other questions? Yes, is San Diego my local branch? Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego?



7



No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego.



7



Yes. Yes. Yes.



8 8 8



7



May I help you with anything else? 9 9 9



I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions.



9



7



Your local branch is in Los Angeles. And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week?



8



6 6 6



Yes, of course. Yes, of course.



O.K., sir. Have a nice day! You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you.



Keywords [14 word(s)] to appreciate (v.) branch brochure catalog contact info customer to deliver (v.) information local to mail (v.)
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merchandise to order (v.) product to put through



Sentence Pronunciation [20 sentence(s)] Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products. Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone? Could you send me your catalog? Can you mail me a brochure? Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info? Yes, is San Diego my local branch? Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego? And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions. I appreciate your help, thank you.



The Right Word with speech recognition [11 exercises] 1



Where are you phoning from? do is The present continuous Interrogative words



2



Do you have an appointment? speak wait The verb 'to have'



3



Hold the line, please. Spell Take



4



Is he expecting you? Are Am The verb 'to be' Questions without interrogative words
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5



I'll put you through. call need



6



Is Mr. Ryan free now? Are Am The verb 'to be' Questions without interrogative words



7



He is speaking to clients now. are am The verb 'to be' The present continuous



8



Can I take a message for the accountant? company export



9



Are you free on February the 15th? Yes, I am. is be Tags - Short answers



10



Unfortunately, I must cancel my meeting with your CEO. need have 'Must' - 'Have to' Modal auxiliaries



11



I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today. must can
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Some' - 'Any'



2



'May' - 'Might'
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (some/a) traffic



some traffic



(some/a) catalog



a catalog



(some/an) information



some information



(some/a) brochure



a brochure



(some/an) equipment



some equipment



(some/a) money



some money



(some/an) office



an office
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a question



some questions



a catalog



some catalogs



a fax



some faxes



a brochure



some brochures



an office



some offices



a branch



some branches



a product



some products



'Some' - 'Any'



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: some questions



a question



some departments



a department



some catalogs



a catalog



some phones



a phone



some details



a detail



some faxes



a fax



some brochures



a brochure



Definite and indefinite articles



Word Association [6 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. inquire call give provide let carry along sounds like
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2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. convenient horrible big possible fine exciting separate



3



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. cancel love take back arrive finish suggest



4



appointment room



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to help to talk



6



confirm hate give leave start dissuade



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. meeting office



5



suitable awful large conceivable acceptable thrilling apart



to assist to speak



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. busy left



free right



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, H and H Supplies. Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department?
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I'll put you through. I'll put you through. I'll put you through.



2 2 2
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2



This is Angela in Customer Service. How can I help you? 3



I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products.



3



3 3



What would you like to know? 4 4 4



Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone?



4



Yes, we work 24 hours a day and we're open 7 days a week. Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure?



5



6 6 6



Yes, of course. Yes, of course.



Do you have any other questions? Yes, is San Diego my local branch? Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego?



7



5 5 5



I don't have any of your contact information. May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info?



6



Sure! Sure! Sure!



No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego.



7



Yes. Yes. Yes.



8 8 8



7 7



Your local branch is in Los Angeles. And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week?
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8



May I help you with anything else? 9 9 9



I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions.



9



O.K., sir. Have a nice day! You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you.



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You're luckier with the second contact. He seems to be nicer: "Office automation is a large field, you know!" Could you give me some figures? What about word processing? What is your purchase volume?



2



2 4 2



We must spend around $1 million on the whole, but it covers various fields. You have to tell me which categories. What about word processing? What are the main categories? Let's talk about spreadsheets.



3



4 3 5



Word processing, spreadsheets, networks... 4 5 6



What about word processing? Tell me about the spreadsheets. Let's talk about networks.



4



For word processing, the total amount is around $300,000. Do you need more figures? 5 6 7



What about spreadsheets? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine.
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5



For spreadsheets, the total amount is around $100,000. Do you need more figures? 4 6 7



What about word processing? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine.



6



For networks, the amount is around $30,000. Do you need more figures? What about the spreadsheets? Let's talk about word processing. No, that's fine.



7



Do you have all the necessary figures? What are your purchase forecasts? Yes, thank you. Could I meet with you?



8



5 4 7



Well, about a 10% increase for next year. Goodbye! And... Good luck!



9 9



Next week? 11 11 10



That's fine. No problem! If that's convenient for you.



10



11 8



Yes, of course. Which day is convenient for you? How about Thursday? Shall we say Wednesday?



9



11



About what time? 9 o'clock. 11 o'clock. Early afternoon.
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11



You are improving; your third contact knows nothing about this subject: "What do you mean by office automation products?" Equipment for office work. Word processing, for instance. You don't know anything about it at all?



12



13 13 13



No, not one. 2. I have no idea.



14 14 14



We also have calculators in the accounting department. Not one computer? How many calculators do you have? Which brand?



14



8. Yes, quite often. No, not for the moment.



But I only have some old PCs! And how many PCs do you have? Do you use them very often? Would you replace them?



13



No, not at all.



12 12 14



"Excuse me, I have another phone call. Goodbye!" Tough luck! The 4th person on the list wants to buy some equipment: "Do you sell computers?" 15 15



Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. No, I don't.



15



Could you recommend some serious suppliers? 16 16 16



I will find out. Let me think about it. Hold on a minute.



16



You find someone who can give him the information. Your contact is waiting for an answer. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. Somebody will help you. I'll switch you to another extension.



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



Sentence Pronunciation [20 sentence(s)] Could you give me some figures? What is your purchase volume?
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What are your purchase forecasts? Could I meet with you? How about Thursday? Shall we say Wednesday? That's fine. No problem! If that's convenient for you. 9 o'clock. 11 o'clock. Early afternoon. You don't know anything about it at all? Which brand? Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. I will find out. Let me think about it. Hold on a minute. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. I'll switch you to another extension.



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



So long is another way of saying goodbye. How are you Greetings My condolences Go to bed



2



Figures are totals, numbers, amounts or other values. Sizes Contours Physiques Permissions Bank tellers



3



Word processing involves writing documents on your computer. Spreadsheets Networks Panicking Telling stories Lecturing



4



To forecast means to tell in advance what's going to happen. concentrate take roll use crayons display regulate



5



Information is the same as knowledge or facts. Misunderstanding Flirtation Construction Enchantment Recognition
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Relative pronouns and adverbs
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2



Construction of the passive
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3



'Shall'



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to ascend



to go up



to study



to look over to work on



to talk louder



to speak up



to postpone



to put off



to continue



to go on to carry on



to make a note of



to write down to jot down



to leave



to go away



The main postpositions
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to ascend



to go up



to reject



to turn down



to leave the ground



to take off



to devour



to eat up



to discover



to find out



to dine in a restaurant



to eat out



to stop by



to drop in



The main postpositions



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Although answering the telephone all day can prove very tiresome, it remains a job of considerable importance. This switchboard operator works in the Complaints Department, where she's the main contact with dissatisfied customers. She must first try to calm them down and then assess how serious the situation is. There's no point bothering a manager for a minor problem. Today, the operator has an irate client on the phone, who finally hangs up on her. She informs her superior of what has just happened. He calls the customer back himself to try and find some concrete solutions to a network problem that's been going on for a week. The customer threatens to cancel his orders and, angrier than ever, he hangs up again. This time the problem is serious. Not only must the flaw be repaired, but the customer's confidence must also be regained. The technical support staff will have to intervene rapidly! A special meeting is organized. The technical director explains the situation and lays down the measures to be taken. The source of the error has to be found by the end of the day, and the error repaired by the end of the week. Even if that means working around the clock! The stakes are very high: losing such large orders would cost the company a huge amount. And that's not counting the bad publicity! It turns out to be a faulty cable. All the technicians set out to find it. But it's not that easy because it's under the floorboards. Once the cable's located, the faulty wires still have to be found. Everything will soon be back to normal. In the meantime, a sales representative tries to pacify the customer by telling him that the situation will be sorted out as soon as possible but that a last-minute problem might still crop up. Satellites, for example, sometimes break down, causing enormous problems for both user and installer. When this happens, everyone's in the same boat! Sometimes the problems are due to slight mishaps. A cup of coffee spilled near a plug can cause a short circuit! Two days later, the Managing Director receives a telephone call from the customer in question. He's satisfied that everything is working properly. He apologizes for losing his temper so quickly and admits that the technical support staff has done a lot of work. Finally he guarantees that the orders still stand. All's well that ends well!
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1



Which is the most appropriate title for this video? 'Handling a Customer Complaint' 'Fixing a Technical Problem' 'Business as Usual' 'The Telecommunications Business'



2



According to the video, when a satellite breaks down... everybody suffers in the same way large clients suffer the most it is time to buy a new one it cannot be repaired



3



What adjective best describes the problem? Urgent Minor Financial Global



4



'Working around the clock' means... working day and night. working different shifts on different days. fixing a problem without looking at the time. fixing a problem without moving any clocks.



5



The relationship between the client and the company in the video can best be described as... generally good. generally poor. impossible. perfect.



6



Who ends up fixing the problem? The technicians The switchboard operator The sales manager The accountant



7



The technical support must solve the problem quickly in order to... satisfy the customer. get an extra day off. switch off the machines. save on energy costs.
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8



In the video, 'It turns out to be' can be replaced by... After checking, the result is... If you turn the machine, you can see... We think it might be... It is probably...



9



Which of the following could be called a mishap? Spilling juice on someone's shirt Hitting someone in the face Putting all one's eggs in one basket Saving money for one's vacation



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, H and H Supplies. Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department? Fine, we'll be there at a quarter to nine. No, I don't have anything else to ask. How many stands are there this year? Yes, there were lots of companies there. I think there'll be 12 of us.



2



I'll put you through. I'll put you through. I'll put you through.



2 2 2



About 100.



This is Angela in Customer Service. How can I help you? 3



I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products. Fine, we'll be there at a quarter to nine. O.K., there will just be 10 of us, then! There are currently 10 in our group. Yes, I'll fax to confirm. There was an excellent seminar last year.
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3



What would you like to know? Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone? Yes, there were lots of companies there. You, too. Catona Computers in Germany. Fine, we'll be there at a quarter to nine. There are currently 10 in our group.



4



Sure! Sure! Sure!



5 5 5



O.K. I'll put you through.



I don't have any of your contact information. May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info? Altogether there will be 15 of us. O.K., we'll arrive at 9:15. O.K., there will just be 10 of us, then! There was an excellent seminar last year. I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department.



6



O.K.



Yes, we work 24 hours a day and we're open 7 days a week. Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure? No, there wasn't time last year. Catona Computers in Germany. Hello, is this Customer Service? I don't think so, no. Sure, I will fax to confirm this afternoon.



5



4 4 4



6 6 6



Yes, of course. Yes, of course.



I'll put you through.



Do you have any other questions? Yes, is San Diego my local branch? Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego? There are currently 10 in our group. Great, I'll be back at the hotel by quarter to seven. Catona Computers in Germany. I will fax to confirm the registration. Yes, there were lots of companies there.
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O.K.
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7 7 7



7



Your local branch is in Los Angeles. And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week? Powervex in Great Britain. No, there wasn't time last year. Catona Computers in Germany. I represent Quickyear in China. Altogether there will be 15 of us.



8



8 8 8



O.K. O.K.



May I help you with anything else? I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions. Hello, is this Customer Service? There was an excellent seminar last year. Powervex in Great Britain. Yes, there were lots of companies there. Catona Computers in Germany.



9



Yes. Yes. Yes. O.K.



9 9 9 I'll put you through. O.K. O.K.



O.K., sir. Have a nice day! You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you. There are currently 10 in our group. Catona Computers in Germany. No, there wasn't time last year. Powervex in Great Britain. I represent Quickyear in China.
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Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



American English American English / language / British English / Noah Webster / spelling changes / Webster's Dictionary / Middle English / subjunctive



English textbooks American English is a separate and distinct language that is learned by millions across the globe. Until the 18th century, American English wasn't very different from British English. However, in the early 19th century, Noah Webster published his dictionary of the American language, and introduced many spelling changes. For example, 'flavour' became 'flavor,' and 'centre' became 'center.' 'Webster's Dictionary' distinguished American English as a separate language, and asserted American nationalism. Many words in American English have remained from Middle English. Words like 'oftentimes,' a combination of 'often' and 'sometimes,' are no longer used in Britain, but are still common in America. Grammatically, the language has developed independently. The Americans use the subjunctive a lot more than the British do, and they use the present perfect tense a lot less. In the latter case, Americans prefer to use the simple past. Wherever you go in the world, you will find native and nonnative speakers of American English. It has become the world's international language.



Riddles [2 exercises] 1



Name a word beginning with 'O' that is used in America but not in Britain. Oftentimes Hints: It is a combination of two words. It comes from Middle English. It includes part of the word 'sometimes.' Cultural text: American English (History )



2



What changes did Webster's Dictionary introduce to American English? Spelling changes Hints: 'Flavor' is an example. 'Center' is an example. It is a major difference between American English and British English. Cultural text: American English (History )
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intermediate plus unit 2 (b3) 

Let me get my coat. Hurry up! 4. 2. Shopping! Which stores? Who cares! 3. I don't need anything. ... The salesperson will tell you. 14 .... he (to like) he'd like he would like we (to withdraw) we'd withdraw we would withdraw .... sales clerk ... a g










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 12 (B3) 

Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you .... The prepositions 'in' and 'at' The article and geographical names. 3. I'm.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B3) 

Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 10 (B3) 

Could I have some change for the phone? No problem. .... a cell phone a television set. 7 ... retire to the country date-stamp sell by date fade away timeless. 2.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B3) 

They don't have any here. 5. 3 ... Do you have any corduroy pants? ... Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. Bye! 15 ..... This explains why people are happy to find.










 








intermediate unit 1 (b3) 

What is your name? I am Mr. Smith. Nice to meet you. 4. My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet you. 4 .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B3) 

a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi. The Right Word with speech recognition [4 ..... fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 7 (B3) 

Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Sorry, I'm all out. 12. Do you have .... I'll need you to fill out this registration form first. Write your name on this line and ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 11 (B3) 

Answer the question as in the example. ... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 ..... One part of a payment made at intervals.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 13 (B3) 

You know what the airports are like at this time of year. Anyway, now I'm running a little late. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? 4. My own plane was ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 14 (B3) 

That's great news. Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 2 ... I saved a document and my computer froze. .... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 9 (B3) 

Construction of the present perfect continuous. Auxiliaries. Verbs without a ... Simple past perfect hadn't gone ... Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)] j pocketknife ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








intermediate plus unit 8 (b3) - slidex.tips 

Here, use our phone. 6 ... hurt worse first heard person ... 1. Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call). I have been calling ..... They go to heaven.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B3) 

ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk. 11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes. 12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 12 (B3) 

I'll have to see how many we have in stock. 5 ... Yesterday we had two hundred and thirty in stock. ... Your next meeting is via videoconference with the general manager of a large U.S. supermarket chain. Sitting at your desk at Cellular Phones, you 










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 10 (B3) 

[You are at a trade fair.] Can I ask .... Word Order with speech recognition [16 exercises]. 1 weekends were made to have as ..... What will you start with? First I'm ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 8 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 14 (B3) 

I worked in the marketing department of a bank. 4. In the marketing field ... I'm looking for a career in marketing. 7 ..... Do you know who's advertising the product?










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B3) 

lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad ... to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.).
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